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About This Game

From Village to Empire is an indie turn based strategy game with a historical setting.

Build cities, research technologies, and train units to discover new lands and conquer the world!

Features

 Singleplayer, LAN and Steam Multiplayer game modes

 Technological progress from ancient to modern ages

 Multiple playable nations

 Complete control over city expansion

 All buildings are placed on the world map

 No automatic embarking, units must be transported in boats

 Procedural map generation

 Sequential and Simultaneous multiplayer modes
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 Unit experience and leveling system
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Title: From Village to Empire
Genre: Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Witch Laboratory
Publisher:
Witch Laboratory
Release Date: 25 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or greater

Processor: 2 Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 128mb Video Memory

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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Great remake of a great classic. Controls are tight and the updated graphics are nice. My only complaints are: no online
multiplayer and the computer AI is fairly exploitable, which means replay value is limited unless you have three local buddies
and as many gamepads.. I enjoyed playing this game, if you can fix the issues it have (lot of instructions here on steam). What
can I say, I still bought it even tho the bad revieuws, because it was 2 bucks.
For a game out of 2011 it is really outdated on all fronts, for the size of the studio it is okey.
It is also very short I completed in 4.5 hours on HARD with all achievements. So do not spend more then 2,5 bucks max if you
do not mind the CONS it is okey to play.

 CONS
-Settings, only thing you can change is resolution thats it.
-Controlls can not be set and you have to figure out yourself how to do what
  * WASD walk
  * SPACE Run, use cover, vault
  * E Use (pick up guns\/ammo\/grenades) open doors
  * F Melee (this is also you stealth kill)
  * G trow grenade
  * LMB shoot
  * RMB Zoom\/Aim (in vehicle secondary fire)
- there are 6 weapons, which is okey, except the sniper rifle you can not zoom in or out, so usually it is useless.
- Your person sometimes does not go into cover where you do expect him to.
- The game does not seem to responds fluently, at well
- The AI is horrible, I did it on Hard(most diffucult) and the enemy just runs past you or stays in position(Not moving
if you run past), it is just not HARD.
- Your buddy is useless, he hits hardly anything he is either way behind or in front of you, lucely he does not die.

 PROS
+ Main story thought is nice
+ Most vehicle parts are entertaining
+ Achievements are clear and easy. this soundtrack contains 13 song in mp3 format. they are located in your steam
Directory in the steamapps\/common\/cities in motion 2\/CIM2 soundtrack.
Don't make the mistake of thinking that you are adding new music to the game, you are not. I can't think of why you
would download this sound track, unless your a die-hard CIM2 fan or if your thinking on modifying the music files.
it's a bad sound track but if you play the game long enough, it gets
old after awhile. once again this is now new music for the game.
I'm giving this addon a negative recomendation but you don't really need it.. no, No, and NO!
Bloody ridiculous.
Before your eyes can adjust and locate the man on the new screen, he's already dead.
Suggested fix:
LOCK the edge of the screen where he exits the previous level so as to prevent him from exiting again.
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KEEP him where he exits as the new screen appears and have him run from there to another edge.. good bowling game.
Bought the game to use on Mac and Pc, and didnt work on either. Which sucks because it looked like a great game..
Lame. You play as a sticky ball that rolls along the edge of things and tries to beat other sticky balls to the objectives. It
sounds lame because it is. It has local co-op, which I didn't try, but I'm sure that would still be lame. But do check out
the video for this game in its Community Hub, which is hilarious.
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Hooked on this game. Has great potential. Don't know how many people you have working on this but you need more. Hire
some people and get it finished. This could easily be the best fishing game around. Keep up the good work.. Extremely polished
VR game. If you love puzzle games this is one of the best out there right now.. I finished the game on easy in one sitting
I love how you can KO two girls at the same time with one kick, i love that
I really enjoyed the game and i recommend it
P.S. I f***ng hate unicorns. What A WASTTTTTE of GOSHDANG 0.99. waste of money.♥♥♥♥♥♥support. A Tower
Defense game, between average and good. Graphics are colourful, but need a powerfull hardware to run, even in low quality;
when screen has plenty of action, can cause lags and crashes.

Mechanics is right; has only 5 towers to choose, but each has 4 possible upgrades. Also there is 5 kinds of powerfull items, with
a crescent price by use. Towers and items must be unblocked by ingame progress. The economy is based in a mixed system of
farming and gems, to buy towers, upgrades and items.

The gameplay is a harsh challenge, because its normal difficulty is high, and indeed there are two more hard modes: really no
has an easy mode. The enemy bugs are varied, but as there aren't pathways in scenaries, they go where they want to, attacking
towers directly: the player must to defend himself, his base, his crops, and his towers, and are very weak. And if this not was
enought, enemy has air supremacy and does shellings... As result, game only can be finished by using a lot the special items,
specially in harder mode.

Finish the 13 scenaries in 3 modes take about 60 hours, reaching a 80% of achievements. As has a childishs style and story, a
coop option and don't show violence against humans (except a poor scenary about zombies), is very recomendable for children,
surely its good reputation come from their opinions.. Pretty much the same as the original, but with updated graphics, a few new
enemies, tweaks, and a new player, cool game.. If you like Scotland buy this game, if you don't like Scotland however buy this
game.. Old skool P&C, pure nostalgia.....

Update ea.0.7c.38:
Todays update includes the following:

ea.0.7c.38 - July 30, 2018. Pirate City is released + screenshot contest:
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Hey, pirates! It’s time to build and develop your own settlement, buy a share in any shop, board and capture a sinister looking
ship and become the ultimate champion of a land-based arena — Pirate City DLC is finally available on Steam!

Raise the sails and load the cannons 'cause you have a new and incredible adventure ahead:

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1073630/Tempest__Pirate_City/ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eUHPIJHkvGE For
more details regarding this DLC, check out our previous updates:

 Building the city of your dreams

 Enter the arena

 The haunting Grim Reaper vessel & buying a share in a shop

Make a screenshot — get a chance to win Pirate City DLC!. You can now play with friends!:
In addition to some other things, team gameplay is now available!

Hop on, invite your steam friends to your party, and hit the big ol' play button to get started.

Currently supported modes are solos, duos, and squads.

In the next major patch we'll be looking to augment these new additions with the ability to revive teammates, some UI
improvements, and character customization.. Hotfix 2:
Hi all,

The air combat changes from the last update broke all the tutorials, so I've released a patch that fixes them all. Sorry for the
trouble.

I've also made a few more changes to pathfinding, which should hopefully help the game run a little smoother late-game.

Thanks for playing!. Ver. 2.01 Update:
Hi All

We have just updated Strange Telephone with the following updates:

Fixed bug causing displays for Endings, Library, and Settings to disappear (provisional).
*As we were unable to reproduce this bug in certain environments, we have fixed the process that was assumed to be
causing this bug to occur.

Fixed bug preventing scan line settings from being applied outside of the title screen and settings screen.

Fixed bug causing "Kakukaku" to freeze.

Fixed bug causing encounters with Geo-1 and Geo-2 to occur in reverse order.

NOTICE. Steam Demo & 11/14/2014 Patch Notes:

DEMO. Patch 0.2.1 released:
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Soldiers! We have just released another patch. Detailed info here: 
https://forum.worldwar3.com/index.php?/topic/5343-november-update-021-patch-notes/
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